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Small Modular Reactors and Proof of Work Digital Asset Mining in Bitcoin 

1 INTRODUCTION 

There are significant challenges facing the world today. Climate change and inequalities, among other 

issues, are being felt increasingly around the globe. 

The United Nations has put forth a list of seventeen sustainable development Goals that humanity must 

address. Included in these, are a call for solutions to problems like poverty, access to clean water and 

sanitation, and development of sustainable cities and communities. The growing need to reduce 

emissions and inequality is vital. Many of these are felt most keenly in our remote communities where 

people still struggle to access reliable electricity, economic opportunities and other basic necessities.   

There is a growing awareness of the potential of Small Modular reactor technology and how its power 

generation can positively improve the lives of billions of people around the world. Whether it is from the 

wide scale deployment of abundant, affordable, low emission electricity generation that will accompany 

advanced reactors; to the contributions to the reduction in Green House Gas emissions; to the use of 

nuclear medicine in millions of procedures every year; the countless employment possibilities that provide 

meaningful work in a assorted series of disciplines and education opportunities to fulfill those roles for a 

diverse range of individuals, there are endless possibilities to the applications of this innovative 

technology. 

A joint report by a coalition of leaders from nuclear industry leaders CNA, FORATOM, JAIF, NEI, NIA and 

WNA, puts forward the claim that nuclear technology can fulfill all 17 goals. Some are rather obvious, 

while others require the use of new and existing technologies combined and implemented in creative 

unique ways. We lean towards the latter. We believe that nuclear technologies can solve all of the goals 

with a well-coordinated plan that is implemented by hard working individuals that believe in a shared 

vision of an energy abundant future that is attainable. 

What if there was a set of emerging technologies that could not only provide clean and affordable energy, 

but also bring economic growth and a means to store value for these communities? What if at the same 

time, it created a new revenue stream for energy utilities, enabling mutually beneficial deployments in a 

broad range of circumstances?  

Proof of Work (POW) Bitcoin Digital Asset Mining is a new, energy intensive technology that makes use of 

electricity to operate specialized computing hardware called ASICs (Application Specific Integrated Chips). 

Bitcoin is a globally distributed accounting network (a block chain) that uses Proof of Work to maintain a 

fixed issuance rate for the asset. Bitcoin ASICs are optimized to maximize the efficiency of making guesses 

(hashes) in a military grade cryptographic algorithm called SHA256 (other hardware is available to mine 

other digital assets). Energy spent by miners provides security to the network, by making transactions 

immutable, by ensuring that each Bitcoin is embedded with proof that energy was expended in order to 

create it. Miners are rewarded in Bitcoin for the work they perform securing the network. Many resources 

are available to explore what Bitcoin is and what it means to the people that use it 
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The combination of POW mining and Small Modular Reactor technology is a game changing solution for 

many of these problems facing us today. SMRs alone will play a significant role in addressing the UN goals 

reducing emissions and inequality. Adding POW mining will allow generators to eliminate the concept of 

Surplus Baseload generation by bolstering the economic bottom line of every reactor old and new alike.  

In this paper, we will explore the possibilities that these technologies could present as a partnership to 

resolve the demand risk issue while helping to resolve many of the UN Goals. The Canadian SMR Action 

Plan outlines the substantial benefits this technology could have in the areas it is deployed in. Digital Asset 

Mining in the form of Bitcoin is a tangible, immutable accounting network that can bring global commerce 

and prosperity to all global locations.  

2 DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

In order for this to be a success, a few key things must be addressed in advance; 

 Contract Partnerships between communities, SMR vendors and POW miners must begin forming 

relationships today in order to establish a realistic framework in which to incorporate POW mining 

into the existing SMR deployment plans. 

 Engagement with remote and Indigenous communities, to both educate and offer as a solution 

to many of the issues facing them today, and for their future generations. 

 Financing to support early initiatives in remote communities by sharing the large capital 

expenditures amongst various stakeholders. 

 Tax policy needs to be addressed and re-examined to align with new economic realities. 

 Environmental assessments for the locations of potential pilot program sites/communities, in 

order to determine the best locale in the community for the building 

First, whether it is advancing the timeline for mass produced Small Modular reactor projects to move from 

First of a Kind units to Nth of a Kind units, or strengthening the economic viability of existing reactors. 

These large scale capital expenditure projects include a demand risk uncertainty that has no guarantee 

that 100% of generation capacity will have a consumer to purchase it. The result is a loss of potential 

revenue in the order of billions of dollars per year for large generators and provinces/states, throughout 

North America. This also negatively effects the market incentives and political will to finance new nuclear 

projects in certain jurisdictions, and even puts some existing reactors at risk of being taken out of service, 

Pickering and Diablo Canyon immediately come to mind.   

A controllable demand response program is a system implemented by utility operators and electricity 

markets that employ certain energy consumers, through the use of market incentives to reduce energy 

consumption during periods of heightened demand or emergencies, and increase demand during periods 

of surplus generation, an economic rationing system for energy. They also serve to maintain grid stability 

reducing the likelihood of disruptions in service causing blackouts and brownouts. 

 Ideal controllable load responses technologies have; 

1. Rapid response to real time grid fluctuations.  
2. The ability to be co-located at or near the generation point. 
3. Interruptible in a way that does not cause harm to people, environments or equipment. 
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4. The ability to either increase or decrease demand up to the most extreme events.  
5. A small physical footprint.  

 
Industrial processes such as paper mills or aluminum smelters are commonly used for load response 

programs. However, response times are not immediate and can cause unnecessary stress and wear on 

expensive equipment. Many different demand response programs exist today but none are yet to fulfill 

the optimal definition of the ideal load response technology. 

This is where Bitcoin and other Proof of Work digital asset mining operations enter the picture. We refer 

primarily to Bitcoin mining in our examples as it has the largest network and is the most understood.  

Figure 1 explores the Bitcoin value function to understand how the supply (fixed) and demand (variable) 

interact while Bitcoin is going through a price discovery phase. The fundamental demand driver for Bitcoin 

is its scarcity. Combined with the fixed supply rate, an increase in demand results in a higher value for the 

asset. As value rises, Bitcoin captures the attention of a much wider audience, which increases the long-

term holder base, who then build infrastructure (exchange on/off-ramps, custody solutions, payment 

layers, hardware, mining, etc.). This in turn increases the security of the network that leads to a higher 

value in the asset, with a wider adoption. Each cycle has seen similar adoption waves in increasing 

magnitude as the technology matures. 

ValueAdoptionKnowledgeInfrastructureValueAdoptionKnowledge 

 

 

Figure 1. Parker Lewis, Bitcoin is not too Volatile. 

Bitcoin is a commodity (energy) based money that allows any global user the opportunity to translate 
electrical work into a digitally transferable asset. A Bitcoin miner essentially transforms their electrical 
potential energy into economic potential energy. Once a miner is rewarded for their work, the proceeds 
can be sent over the Bitcoin network to another user at near $0 cost relative to the size of that 
transaction or the geographic distance between them. This allows for a low friction energy transfer with 
no additional infrastructure for transmission required, just a basic internet connection. The change in 
energy states, watts to BTC allows utilities to transmit energy globally, instantaneously. 
 
There are many resources available to explore what Bitcoin is and what it means to the people that use 

it. From here our focus is on Proof of Work (POW) mining.  
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More specific to the Bitcoin network, is the Proof of Work mining. For electricity generators, POW mining 

is a commodity that consumes electricity like any other. However, Bitcoin miners are uniquely suited to 

fill the role as the optimal controllable load response technology. Many POW miners are interested in 

contracting with a generator or grid that will result in a generous electricity pricing arrangement with the 

condition that when the electricity is required for other purposes, miners will turn down their operation 

to free up grid capacity.  

POW miners possess the optimal load response properties described above;  

1. They are highly interruptible and able to turn down from 100% to 0% and anywhere in between 
at a moment’s notice, with minimal risk of hardware damage.  

2. They can be located anywhere that an energy source is available, creating unique opportunities 
to leverage stranded/pre-grid energy sources.  

3. POW mining can be scaled in infinite configurations allowing them to be implemented to perfectly 
compliment any generation profile. 

4. POW mining also has a massive energy consumption density, relative to the space it takes up. As 
much as 2MW of hardware can be packed into a standard sized shipping container.  

5. POW mining has no physical product, therefore it requires no physical storage or transportation. 
 

There is a growing trend for miners to increase their use of renewable, low emissions energy sources for 

their operations that they are enthusiastic about exploring the potentials of. Policy incentives for POW 

miners for using renewable sources could further increase development in these energy sectors. 

Fortunately, this combination of technology could resolve many of the challenges faced by each. Table 1 

shows the strengths and challenges faced by each technology, and the combination of when they come 

together. 

Table 1 

Small Modular Reactor Combination 
Digital Asset Mining 

Bitcoin 
Assets 

• Very Safe 
• Portable 
• Faster Build times 
• Scalable 
• Low Emissions /kWh 
• Domestic Supply 

Chains and Expertise 
• High Energy Density 

 

• Flexibility makes POW an ideal 
load response technology. 

• Monetizes Wasted Energy 
• Lowers Costs for Ratepayer 
• Bolsters Investor Confidence 
• Provides extra funding for 

remediation programs. 
• Nuclear Power reduces the 

carbon footprint of Bitcoin. 
• Wide scale deployment further 

decentralizes the network, 

Assets 
• Portable 
• Location agnostic 
• Interruptible 
• Scalable 
• No physical 

storage/transport 
• High Consumption 

Density 
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Liabilities 
• Demand risk 
• Costly Financing 
• SMR Technology Not 

demonstrated yet 
• Legacy & Future 

waste remediation 
• (perceived) Weapons 

Proliferation risks 
 

improving security in both 
Bitcoin and energy grids. 

• Can be deployed anywhere 
together 

• Allows for excess generation 
capacity with no demand risk 

• Power incentives will outweigh 
weapons incentives. 

Liabilities 
• High energy 

demand 
• High rate of 

hardware turnover 
• Volatile Asset 

 

 

3 OPPORTUNITIES FOR DEPLOYMENT 

How does proof of work mining benefit remote communities? 

Remote, off-grid northern communities suffer from extreme poverty mostly related to the high cost and 

lack of access to basic goods and energy that results in a low standard of living. Fresh food and fuel are 

prohibitively costly in Northern Canada. Substantial subsidies are required to depress the costs of living in 

these communities. Accessibility challenges and lack of capital investment in Canada’s North has resulted 

in massive inequality between Canadians in the North and their Southern counterparts. Most of these 

communities are predominately made up of Indigenous Peoples living on their traditional land. 

To serve these communities distributed power generation, utilities are more feasible than connecting 

them to existing grid. Canada’s SMR Action Plan explores how SMRs are the ideal technology to fill this 

role. One concern with this option, is that a power generation station connected to the grid will have a 

much larger pool of potential customers than one only serving a small off-grid community; therefore, 

there is more demand risk for the off-grid power producer.  

These large capital expenditures for energy investments can be recovered in multiple ways, traditionally 
these investments would be made by utility companies with the intent to sell the energy to residential, 
commercial, or industrial customers. While this grid structure works well for most of the population, it 
does not benefit those who live isolated from the grid. Too few people live in these communities to 
justify the infrastructure investment required to extend the grid to them. 
To compensate for the lack of customers in these off-grid communities an alternate monetization method 

is required to ensure energy produced is not wasted, thus limiting the demand risk, and improving investor 

confidence. By using POW mining to optimize for demand variability, this alternate method will be able 

to consistently monetize 100% of production capacity at all times with the ability to adjust energy demand 

in response to a community’s growth. As local demand profiles evolve, surplus ASICs can easily be 

redeployed elsewhere or more generating capacity can be added. 

 
What does Proof of Work mining look like now.

 Bitcoin mining is a growing industry in hydro rich places like Quebec, a few large bitcoin mining 

companies like, Bitfarms, Blockstream, and Argo Blockchain are just a few exploring this route. 
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These companies seek to exploit curtailment issues in hydro and other renewable energy sources 

where low local demand or lack of grid accessibility is a major economic liability to generators.  

 The University of Wyoming has started a Fundamentals of Bitcoin Mining course. They teach the 

fundamentals of proof of work data mining and learn from hands on experience from donated 

ASIC hardware from industry professionals that wish to encourage more formal educational 

opportunities in Proof of Work mining. They soon intend to implement a formal curriculum that 

can be replicated in any educational institution. 

 On Oct 14th, 2021, MintGreen announced a partnership with North Vancouver’s city owned 

energy utility to employ a novel boiler technology that makes use of repurposed heat from the 

operation of ASIC hardware at large scale. 

 In regards to Nuclear, two announcements have been made regarding the explicit intent to pair 

Bitcoin mining with Nuclear energy generation in North America. Talen Energy in Pa. intends to 

build a large technology campus that includes a bitcoin mining data center that will use as much 

as 300MW. Compass Mining has partnered with Oklo in Ca. to build as much as 250MW of 

capacity in conjunction with the new SMR design that they are intending to bring to market later 

in the 20s. 

 ASIC hosting companies provide an opportunity for people that live in places with high energy 

costs to operate their mining hardware in a location with lower energy costs. Host companies 

source power purchase agreements and rack space, then rent the rack space to POW miners from 

around the world. Mining rewards are instantly transmitted to the wallet address of the hardware 

owner as they are obtained. 

 In El Salvador, where Bitcoin is now used as legal tender, the country is using volcanic geothermal 

energy to mine bitcoin. President Bukele has recently announced the intention to use the revenue 

to finance the construction of a new animal hospital along with several new schools. 

 In the Navajo Nation, they have begun to use bitcoin mining as a means to finance their transition 

from using mostly coal to predominately solar power, taking advantage of the surrounding 

deserts. 

 Laos has announced that the country intends to use bitcoin mining as a means to capture as much 

as 6 GWh of excess hydroelectric capacity. 

 ASIC and semiconductor repair is growing into a highly sought-after skilled trade that could easily 

be developed as a formal trades program alongside other complimentary programs, such as; 

electrical and computer engineering. 

What a partnership between power utilities and POW miners could look like in the near future: 

 Utility power operators in any jurisdiction can implement Bitcoin mining, regardless of power 

source; wind, solar, hydro, nuclear, gas, coal, or geothermal. Every existing and future energy 

project will not have to worry about demand risks associated with supply/demand mismatches. 

Curtailment and negative pricing for electricity will no longer exist as they once did. Wasting 

energy generation is no longer a liability for generators. They can monetize every Kwh produced 

by converting it to digital energy. 

 Energy subsidies in remote communities will be greatly reduced. Even if the un-equalized remote 

energy cost is still higher than on-grid energy, at 30c or even 40c/kWh, for some communities 

that currently have pre-subsidy energy costs as high as 90c/Kwh. These savings can be diverted 

to invest in local development and capital projects.  
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 Large power utilities with extreme supply/demand variance, particularly grids using nuclear along 

with substantial distributed intermittent sources can implement a hybridized system that uses 

hardware from multiple generations. During surplus generation sequentially less efficient 

(measured in J/Thash) older hardware is switched on as the market price of electricity trends 

towards 0$/MWh or lower. No ASIC is truly retired until they are no longer profitable at the 

absolute lowest energy price available. 

 Proof of Work miners have shown an interest in owning and operating power utilities for 

themselves. Isolated hydroelectric dams and geothermal vents are ideal sources that miners are 

interested in. Bitcoin miners have a particular interest in the distributed nature of the SMR 

deployment as it will improve network security. Also, building infrastructure in colder climates 

also presents a benefit for Proof of Work miners, cold temperatures allow ASIC hardware to 

operate more efficiently, resulting in less power being used to generate more hashrate. This will 

give northern miners an advantage over miners in places like Texas that have significant 

temperature regulation costs. 

 When SMRs are commercially available, bitcoin mining allows for excess capacity to be deployed 

beyond immediate baseload requirements. The revenue can be used to finance local 

development projects and allows remote communities to flourish while retaining their unique 

cultural identity. 

 Clean Energy Demonstration, Innovation and Research (CEDIR) parks at future SMR 

demonstration sites will provide the ideal platform to demonstrate the immense potential of 

integrating proof of work mining with new nuclear technologies. 

 Proof of Work mining can evolve into a nation state level competition where nations devote 

substantial capital to the development of the cleanest, lowest cost, most distributed energy 

sources within their jurisdictions, as well as technological investments in both, chip and 

computing hardware, as well as electricity generation and transmission infrastructure in order to 

compete for a larger share of global hashrate. Jurisdictions, (individual, city, district, 

state/province) could participate at various scales to support the sustainable development of 

their available resources. 

4 UN GOALS 

The paragraphs below outline the crucial ways this powerful combination of SMR’s and Bitcoin Mining 

technologies could improve, resolve, and eliminate many of the challenges facing our world today in 

respect to the UN Sustainable Development Goals. 

No Poverty/Reduced Inequalities/Meaningful Work: 

 High energy density is the hallmark of flourishing communities. It allows us to build and 

aspirational, highly efficient, sustainable, environmentally conscious culture and society, 

 Access to affordable energy will reduce poverty in a number of ways, merely by having lower local 

energy costs the cost and accessibility of essential goods and services, like local food production, 

water treatment facilities and hospitals, will improve.  

 Waste heat from the operation of ASICs can be used to supplement the SMR process heat, or be 

used independently by the community or individual residents, helping to lower the cost of home-

heating.  
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 Bitcoin Mining revenue can also be allocated towards public services including wellbeing and 

support. Lower costs of living today enables people to save for the future. Improving accessibility 

to reliable, low emission and affordable energy sources, will reduce poverty in the poorest of 

communities and create positive industry growth and creating an abundance of new innovative 

opportunities. 

 When combined, SMR Bitcoin miners will improve access to global commerce for remote 

communities, levelling the playing field with large urban centers. Introducing Bitcoin mining to 

remote communities that have historically had poor banking resources, if any at all, will offer a 

new tool with which to conduct local, regional, global and digital commerce.  

 The job creation from this partnership will create new career opportunities in a broad range of 

occupations, from general labor to engineering professionals. These will provide many people 

from many communities with meaningful work with the goal of mitigating climate change and 

bringing light, warmth and power to people, homes and businesses. These cutting edge 

opportunities will engage new talent to remote areas, as well as encourage current residents to 

want to stay in these areas.  

 In order to fulfill the intellectual and labor requirements to operate and maintain SMR & Bitcoin 

mining facilities, quality education must be available to all who seek it. Formal and informal 

education in a diverse range of programs from STEM, Information Technology, Physical and Digital 

Security, Logistics, Waste Management, Utility Workers, Trades Professionals, and other 

peripheral skills will be required. Local peoples will have more freedom and access to pursue 

education opportunities. Online education tools can be leveraged to provide high level training to 

anyone, anywhere, regardless of their socioeconomic status. 

 This will in effect encourage recruitment into the nuclear industry with rewarding and fulfilling 

work. The impact of this is the economic growth for the community, bringing not only the 

employment for the SMR and Proof of Work operations, but also the peripheral necessities that 

people require, enabling more local entrepreneurial opportunities and industrial work, further 

reducing inequality and poverty. 

Climate Action/Affordable and Clean Energy: 

 Small Modular Reactors are already recognized as a low emissions and viable innovation to 

combat climate change. Leveraging Bitcoin mining to eliminate demand risk and economic 

liabilities, will make energy far more affordable for all people and communities. By removing 

demand risks , this allows generation facilities to build excess capacity with a near 100% guarantee 

that their production will always have a customer, bolstering investor confidence 

 Proof of Work mining is a very energy intensive industry and is as clean as the energy that powers 

it. Although each successive generation of mining hardware uses electricity more efficiently, the 

price of Bitcoin and the growing adoption of Bitcoin as a currency has created the conditions for 

a modern day “gold rush”. The opportunity costs of mining Bitcoin are at an all-time high, 

attracting people from all walks of life to engage in Bitcoin mining, in many unique ways.  Before 

the ban in China on Bitcoin mining, the network was powered by less than 50% clean energy 

sources, today that number stands at 57.7%. Several large, publicly traded Bitcoin miners have 

made it a part of their mission statement that they seek to power their operations with as close 

to 100% clean energy as possible. Every new ASIC that is powered by a clean energy source 

contributes to the ongoing reduction of the Bitcoin network’s carbon footprint.  
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 By building greenhouses and urban vertical farms, powered and heated by either SMR process 

heat or repurposed waste ASIC heat, this will reduce the need for large factory farms and other 

large centralized industrial operations that contribute negatively to climate action, and promote 

better use of our natural resources. With clever engineering some Bitcoin miners have taken the 

methane generated from livestock waste in order to operate a small mining rig. 

 Replacing diesel generators with SMRs more quickly will reduce air pollution and revenue from 

Bitcoin mining can be set aside in a community fund to support health and wellness programs 

that will positively impact the cities and communities they are deployed in. 

 The additional revenue from the POW mining will reduce the need for government subsidies to 

finance reactor projects, improve investor confidence in receiving a timely ROI, and reduce the 

costs to the ratepayer. 

 

Zero Hunger: 

 Producing high quality food has always been a challenge in colder climates. High local energy input 

costs inhibit the ability to grow food at a community scale. Climate, location, and accessibility are 

difficult to overcome. The ability to heat greenhouses year round could now be a plausible idea 

that will enable a higher quality and abundance of food for people around the globe. With the 

reduced costs for energy, individuals will have more money for quality food, thus significantly 

reducing Hunger in many places. Quality food will be affordable and plentiful, and using ASICs as 

a novel heating source will offset production costs to the benefit of the consumer. 

 

Health, Wellbeing, Clean Water and Sanitation: 

 Revenue from Bitcoin mining could be split between various stakeholders to support public 

programs, including support groups, health information, and recreation activities for all ages in 

the communities. Improved standards of living will contribute to the personal physical, mental 

and spiritual wellbeing of individuals and by extension, the community.  

 The energy produced from SMRs will have the capability of powering clean water and desalination 

facilities in even the most remote areas. Revenue from Bitcoin mining can offset the costs of these 

and other ancillary facilities, thus enabling a lower cost and higher quality product for the 

consumer.  

 With reduced costs of living individuals will have more opportunity to spend their time, labor and 

money on pursuits that are most meaningful to them. This will promote more positive health and 

wellbeing. 

Sustainable Cities and Communities 

 Communities built upon a foundation SMRs and Bitcoin mining will create a new sustainable 

development framework to which all others aspire to. By having a reliable energy source paired 

with a 24/7 interruptible, adaptable consumer, these communities can address countless other 

issues that are directly related to the lack of access to reliable energy. The assurance that a 

customer for electricity will always be present to consume excess generation will reduce 

incentives to rapidly developing the community in order to maximize the use of the energy 

generation as fast as possible. This will allow communities to prioritize development according to 

their needs in an optimally sustainable way. As economic development progresses and energy 
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demands of the community evolve, these operations can be adjusted as needed to address the 

needs and goals of the community.  

 This also opens up infinite potential for future energy construction projects. This allows 

communities everywhere to confidently invest in building an over-capacity of generation, 

intended for future development, without bearing the burden of immediate high electricity 

prices, with uncertain projections of future growth. 

 Supporting large and small community greenhouses will aid in the sustainability of the 

communities, as well as reliable clean water sources will promote positive sustainability. 

 Companies like UpstreamData are designing and marketing products such as the “black box” a 

weather-proof, sound dampening, heat recirculating ASIC housing unit that will make residential 

mining more accessible. 

 Communities with reliable, clean energy, a sustainable food supply, water treatment facilities and 

a global digital currency have all the foundational requirements necessary to become self-

sufficient.  

 With the ability to build the reactor to handle a greater energy capacity instead of “just enough”, 

this will enable communities and cities to grow, while maintaining a sound sustainable growth 

plan. 

 Creating sustainable cities and communities will take a significant amount of teamwork to make 

it a successful reality. SMR Bitcoin mining partnerships will be the global benchmark to show how 

two technologies that seemed very different, can come together to make something far more 

impactful than on their own. 

By combining SMR deployments with data mining facilities, communities and industrial operators will 

have a means to generate revenue the moment that the reactor comes online, with minimal grid 

infrastructure developed. As economic development progresses and energy demands of the 

community evolve, these operations can be adjusted as needed to address the needs and goals of the 

community. This opens up a vast array of opportunities for remote locations to engage in global 

commerce with nothing more than an internet connection. 

5 CONCLUSION 

It is clear that solutions need to be found that are realistic and attainable now. Climate change, 

inequalities, poverty, hunger and sustainable futures, are issues that cannot be ignored. These problems 

are too big for any one solution to accomplish alone.  

With strong partnerships between Small Modular Reactors and Digital Asset Mining Bitcoin, these new 

innovative technologies, local engagement, and support from individuals and communities, can have an 

impact that will resound through generations. Creating sustainable cities and communities founded in 

cooperation, teamwork and trust will last. These places will not have poverty, hunger, or inequalities. 

These places will have food grown fresh in their own communities, light, power and warmth that is both 

affordable, and most importantly, clean and environmentally friendly. By implementing this change, new 

possibilities that have not been thought of will be conceived, and ideas far more exciting will be inspired 

by it. With Bitcoin and SMR’s we can start building today for a better tomorrow. 


